Ligand activation leads to regulated intramembrane proteolysis of fibroblast growth factor receptor 3
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ABSTRACT Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) is a major negative regulator of bone growth that inhibits the proliferation and differentiation of growth plate chondrocytes. Activating mutations of its cytosolic domain cause dwarfism in humans; somatic mutations can drive oncogenic transformation in multiple myeloma and bladder cancer. How these distinct activities arise is not clear. FGFR3 was previously shown to undergo proteolytic cleavage in the bovine rib growth plate, but this was not explored further. Here, we show that FGF1 induces regulated intramembrane proteolysis (RIP) of FGFR3. The ectodomain is proteolytically cleaved (S1) in response to ligand-induced receptor activation, but unlike most RIP target proteins, it requires endocytosis and does not involve a metalloproteinase. S1 cleavage generates a C-terminal domain fragment that initially remains anchored in the membrane, is phosphorylated, and is spatially distinct from the intact receptor. Ectodomain cleavage is followed by intramembrane cleavage (S2) to generate a soluble intracellular domain that is released into the cytosol and can translocate to the nucleus. We identify the S1 cleavage site and show that γ-ssecretase mediates the S2 cleavage event. In this way we demonstrate a mechanism for the nuclear localization of FGFR3 in response to ligand activation, which may occur in both development and disease.

INTRODUCTION

The fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptors (FGFRs) comprise a family of four closely related receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), FGFR1–4. The family includes b and c isoforms of FGFR1–3, which are expressed primarily in epithelial and mesenchymal tissues, respectively. FGFR functions are best understood in the context of development. Genetic disturbances of FGFRs are responsible for a number of developmental disorders (Webster and Donoghue, 1997; Burke et al., 1998); they also contribute to adult cancers (Bernard-Pierrot et al., 2006; Chaffer et al., 2007). Among the FGFRs, FGFR3 has received much attention as a key negative regulator of linear bone growth (Colvin et al., 1996b; Deng et al., 1996a). Gain-of-function mutations of FGFR3 cause the most common forms of dwarfism in humans, including achondroplasia (ACH; Shiang et al., 1994; Rousseau et al., 1996a) and the more severe thanatophoric dysplasia types I and II (TDI/II; Tavormina et al., 1995; Rousseau et al., 1996b). In the skeletal growth plate, activating mutations in FGFR3 are believed to be antiproliferative. In contrast, similar somatic mutations have been detected in several neoplasias, including multiple myeloma (Chesi et al., 1997; Richelda et al., 1997), bladder cancer (Chaffer et al., 2007), and cervical cancer (Cappellen et al., 1999), where they are believed to drive proliferation and inhibit apoptosis (Trudel et al., 2004).

Its importance to both development and disease has prompted interest in how FGFR3 propagates signals and how its signal output...
is regulated. Several pathways have been identified downstream of FGFR3. The ERK1/2, p38 MAPK, and STAT (especially STAT1) pathways appear to be most relevant to skeletal growth, whereas the RAS/MAPK, PLC-γ, and PI3K/AKT pathways have been implicated in cancer. Decreasing the duration of ERK1/2 activation has been correlated with switching FGFR3 signaling from growth arrest/differentiation (in chondrocytes and PC12 cells) to proliferation (in other cell types and cancer), but the cellular context mediating this switch is not understood (Dailey et al., 2005).

Many membrane-bound, cell-surface proteins, including adhesion molecules, growth factors, and receptors, are proteolytically cleaved in or near the membrane in a regulated process commonly referred to as ectodomain shedding (S1 cleavage), which is often followed by constitutive cleavage within the transmembrane domain by an intramembrane cleaving protease such as γ-secretase (S2 cleavage). These sequential cleavage events are collectively referred to as regulated intramembrane proteolysis (RIP; Brown et al., 2000; Kopan and Ilagan, 2004). Of the RTKs known to undergo ectodomain shedding, at least half have subsequently been shown to undergo S2 cleavage (Ancot et al., 2009; more are likely to follow). S1 cleavage is usually mediated by one of two membrane-anchored metalloproteinases, A disintegrin and metalloproteinase (ADAM) 10 or 17. Cleavage occurs a short distance from the transmembrane domain, in the so-called extracellular stem region. The proteolytic activity of ADAM 10/17 is typically triggered by receptor activation, protein kinase C activation by phorbol esters such as phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA), cytokine stimulation, and calcium influx (Blobel et al., 2009). Ectodomain shedding can attenuate receptor signaling by down-regulating the number of receptors at the cell surface or by generating a soluble extracellular domain (ECD) that competes with surface-bound receptors for ligand binding (Ancot et al., 2009). Ectodomain shedding can generate a membrane-anchored intracellular domain fragment that functions independent of the intact receptor, as has been described for TrkA (Diaz-Rodriguez et al., 1999) and IL-2Rβ (de Oca et al., 2010). It can also trigger RIP (S2 cleavage) to generate a soluble intracellular domain (siCD) with distinct properties, such as found with ErbB4 (Ni et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2004; Linggi et al., 2006; Naresh et al., 2006; Sardi et al., 2006), Met (Pozner-Moulis et al., 2006), Ryk (Lyu et al., 2008), and p75 (Parkhurst et al., 2010). The membrane-embedded γ-secretase complex primarily mediates S2 cleavage, although the Rhomboid and S2P family proteases are sometimes involved (Lal and Caplan, 2011). The γ-secretase complex consists of five proteins: presenilins 1 and 2, which harbor the catalytic sites of the complex (Wolfe, 2009); nicasrin, which mediates substrate binding by specifically recognizing the free N-terminal stub resulting from S1 cleavage (Shah et al., 2005); and APH and Pen-2.

Whereas many transmembrane proteins undergo ectodomain shedding at the plasma membrane (PM), others are cleaved following endocytosis. For example, ErbB4 is shed from the PM in cells stimulated by PMA (Vecchi et al., 1996), whereas ligand-activated ErbB4 must be endocytosed prior to cleavage (Zhou and Carpenter, 2000). ErbB4’s ECD is found in the supernatant of PMA-stimulated cells; its fate following ligand activation is less well defined. Ectodomain cleavage of the transferrin receptor occurs after endocytosis and acts to prevent receptor recycling (Rutledge et al., 1994). In another example, the Toll-like receptor 9 is endocytosed to an endolysosomal compartment, where it undergoes ectodomain cleavage by a cathepsin; cleavage is absolutely required for its activity (Park et al., 2008). In many cases, cleavage of the receptor alters aspects of its function (Hadland et al., 2004; Ancot et al., 2009; Carpenter and Liao, 2009).

In contrast to the aforementioned proteins, FGFRs have received only modest attention in the context of ectodomain shedding. Levi et al. (1996) described ectodomain shedding of FGFR1 within a region typically targeted by ADAM sheddases. They implicated matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 2 as the responsible sheddase and suggested that cleavage attenuates signaling by blocking recycling and producing an extracellular fragment that sequesters relevant ligands. Consistent with this hypothesis, Hanneken (2001) characterized soluble FGFR1 from circulating blood and identified FGFR1b and FGFR1c fragments that did not correlate with known FGFR1 splice variants but shared the common C-terminal residue identified by Levi et al. FGFR2 can undergo ectodomain shedding by ADAM 9 (Peduto et al., 2005) or ADAM 15 (Maretzky et al., 2009), although another protease may also be responsible. Similar to FGFR1, ectodomain shedding of FGFR2 generates a soluble ECD that may act as a decoy to down-regulate FGFR signaling (Peduto et al., 2005).

Ectodomain shedding of FGFR3 has been reported in the bovine growth plate (Pandit et al., 2002). Western blots of lysates generated from distinct regions of the growth plate and probed using a panel of epitope-specific FGFR3 antibodies revealed not only intact FGFR3, but also N- and C-terminal domain fragments restricted to discrete regions of the growth plate. Although Pandit et al. suggested that FGFR3 may be cleaved within a glutamate-rich stretch of the stem region, the cleavage site and the protease were not identified. Indeed, no mechanism for promoting or regulating cleavage of any FGFR has been elucidated.

Using a biochemical and cell biological approach, we examine cleavage of FGFR3 and provide a mechanism for ligand-induced RIP of FGFR3. Unlike what has been previously described for FGFRs and most other RTKs, our observations suggest that cleavage of FGFR3 requires receptor activation and endocytosis but does not involve a metalloproteinase. We suggest independent trafficking of the membrane-anchored receptor fragment prior to S2 cleavage and show that S2 cleavage generates an siCD that can translocate to the nucleus. This is the first demonstration of an FGFR undergoing RIP.

RESULTS

FGFR3 is cleaved in stable and transfected Cos7 cells

We first observed structural modification of the FGFR3 ectodomain in Cos7 cells stably expressing the IIIc isoforms of wild-type (wt) FGFR3 and FGFR3 bearing mutations found in three members of the achondroplasia family of human dwarfs (TDII, K650E; ACH, G380R; and TD1, R248C), each tagged with C-terminal green fluorescent protein (GFP). Western blots probed for the GFP epitope revealed an anomalous band migrating at approximately 72 kDa for wt and mutant FGFR3 (Figure 1C, arrow). Detection with GFP suggested that this band corresponds to the C-terminal domain (CTD) of FGFR3, which was confirmed by mass spectroscopy and protein sequencing (Supplemental Figure S1B). Such a CTD could result from internal initiation of translation, alternate splicing, or proteolytic cleavage of the full-length receptor. To distinguish between these possibilities we first asked whether an N-terminal domain fragment could be detected. We inserted a V5 epitope downstream of the signal peptide of wtFGFR3-GFP to generate dual-tagged V5- FGFR3-GFP (Figure 1B), which was transiently expressed in Cos7 cells. Whole-cell lysates (Figure 1D, lane 3) or membrane fractions (Figure 1D, lanes 1 and 2) prepared from transfected cells were analyzed by Western blot using antibodies against the N- or C-terminal epitopes. Both intact and CTD FGFR3 were detected with the membrane fraction (Figure 1D, lane 1, IB: GFP), whereas the N-terminal domain was detected only in whole-cell lysates (Figure 1D, lane 3, IB: V5). These results are consistent with ectodomain cleavage of...
such that the CTD retains the transmembrane domain (TMD) and the N-terminal ECD is released from the membrane.

To definitively show that FGFR3 is cleaved, Cos7 cells stably expressing wtFGFR3-GFP were pulse labeled using $[^{35}S]$methionine and chased in growth media. Lysates were affinity purified using an antibody against the C-terminal GFP epitope (Figure 1E). During the 45-min pulse FGFR3 matured from a high-mannose to the fully glycosylated mature receptor (arrowheads). Between 1 and 2 h of chase, a new band at approximately 72 kDa (arrow) was generated, coinciding with the maturation and subsequent loss of the intact receptor. Because this novel protein band appeared during the chase period, we conclude that it must have resulted from cleavage of the intact receptor.

To localize the cleavage products in intact cells, V5-FGFR3-GFP was transiently expressed in Cos7 cells, permeabilized, immunostained for the N-terminal V5 epitope, and imaged using confocal microscopy. Fluorescence from the C-terminal GFP (Figure 1F, green) produced a characteristic vesicular pattern in the cytoplasm of transfected cells (Cho et al., 2004); the N-terminal V5 epitope produced a similar pattern (Figure 1F, red). When the images were merged many of the vesicles displayed colocalization (yellow), suggestive of intact FGFR3 or close proximity of the cleavage products. Many other vesicles fluoresced green, indicating the presence of only the membrane-anchored C-terminal fragment and suggesting that following proteolytic cleavage the CTD may traffic to a compartment distinct from the intact receptor. When primary chondrocytes were transfected we detected not only green-only vesicles, but also a number of red-only vesicles, suggesting independent trafficking and possibly increased stability of the ECD in these cells (Supplemental Figure S2A).

Next we examined TMC23, a prechondrocytic mouse cell line that endogenously expresses FGFR3. Owing to the low level of endogenous FGFR3 expression, cells were subject to an extended pulse labeling in $[^{35}S]$methionine. Pulse-chase analysis using an antibody to the C-terminus of FGFR3, but not the immunoglobulin control, showed accumulation of the CTD during the chase period, excluding the possibility that cleavage of FGFR3 is an artifact of exogenous overexpression (Figure 1G). Thus, endogenous FGFR3 was also cleaved in an appropriate cell type.

**Ectodomain cleavage requires receptor activation**

To determine whether ectodomain cleavage of FGFR3 is restricted to specific cell types, we tested several cell lines for cleavage of transiently expressed wtFGFR3-GFP under growth conditions. HeLa, 293T, HT1080, and mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells cleaved exogenous FGFR3, as was detected in Cos7 cells (Supplemental Figure S2B), whereas Chinese hamster ovary cells did not (Supplemental Figure S2C). To exclude the possibility that the C-terminal GFP tag contributes to cleavage, it was replaced by V5-His or mCherry, and the tagged receptors were transiently expressed in Cos7 or 293T cells (Supplemental Figure S2D); these proteins also generated a cleaved fragment that migrated at the position expected for the epitope-tagged CTD. Likewise, untagged FGFR3 was cleaved in transiently transfected 293T cells that were subject to pulse-chase analysis and immunoprecipitated using a C-terminal FGFR3 antibody (Supplemental Figure S2E).

Next we examined TMC23, a prechondrocytic mouse cell line that endogenously expresses FGFR3. Owing to the low level of endogenous FGFR3 expression, cells were subject to an extended pulse labeling in $[^{35}S]$methionine. Pulse-chase analysis using an antibody to the C-terminus of FGFR3, but not the immunoglobulin control, showed accumulation of the CTD during the chase period, excluding the possibility that cleavage of FGFR3 is an artifact of exogenous overexpression (Figure 1G). Thus, endogenous FGFR3 was also cleaved in an appropriate cell type.

**Ectodomain cleavage requires receptor activation**

For cleavage to play a role in modulating FGFR3 function we expect it to be regulated. FGFR3-induced signaling and phosphorylation could not be suppressed in serum-starved Cos7 cells stably expressing FGFR3, and receptor cleavage appeared to be constitutive. This
suggests that Cos7 cells may express endogenous FGFs that constitutively activate FGFR3. Therefore, to directly address the mechanism for FGFR3 cleavage, we developed stable, inducible FGFR3 expression lines using the T-Rex 293 cell line system containing the tetracycline (tet) repressor and a single FLP-recombinase target (FRT) site. This system allows for stable integration of a single FGFR3 copy within a distinct genetic locus. Protein is expressed only in the presence of tet, thus reducing complications from cellular adaptation to misexpressed FGFR3. When serum starved, these cells undergo growth arrest and exhibit minimal FGFR3 phosphorylation, and ERK signaling is suppressed. Unless otherwise stated, all remaining experiments were performed with these cell lines. FGFR3 cell lines carrying the C-terminal GFP and V5 epitopes generated similar results. For Western blots the smaller V5 epitope was used; when proteins were affinity purified or imaged, GFP was used.

Pulse-chase analysis of T-Rex 293 cells expressing wtFGFR3-GFP under growth conditions showed that the CTD derived from wtFGFR3 accumulated after 2 h of chase (Figure 2A, arrow). To determine whether an activated receptor is required for cleavage, wtFGFR3 cleavage was compared with constitutively active (ca) FGFR3 and a mutant that was unable to be activated, that is, kinase dead (kd). The K650E human TDII mutation known to constitutively activate the kinase (Webster and Donoghue, 1996) was used as caFGFR3, and the K502A mutation documented to abolish kinase activity was used as kdFGFR3 (Monsonego-Ornan et al., 2002). The ca mutant was cleaved, whereas the kd mutant was not, suggesting that cleavage requires an activated receptor.

In support of cleavage requiring receptor activation, wtFGFR3 was not cleaved in cells that had been serum starved (0 h), but the CTD was detected within 1 h of FGF1 addition (Figure 2B, arrow). In contrast, caFGFR3 was cleaved both in the absence and presence of FGF1, and cleavage of kdFGFR3 was not detected under either condition (Figure 2B, bottom, longer exposure). To confirm these findings, cells expressing wtFGFR3 were treated with FGF1 in the absence or presence of FGFR kinase inhibitor PD173074 or SU5402 (Figure 2C). Ligand-induced cleavage was blocked by both low and high concentrations of PD173074 and attenuated by high concentrations of SU5402. The asterisk indicates a nonspecific band, which was also detected in the no-tet control lane.

Because wtFGFR3 is cleaved in response to ligand addition, it is likely that cleavage requires receptor expression at the PM. This was confirmed by showing that FGFI-induced cleavage was blocked when wtFGFR3 was trapped intracellularly using thapsigargin or tunicamycin (which inhibits exit from the endoplasmic reticulum [ER]), brefeldin A (which blocks anterograde transport from the Golgi; Figure 2D, top, left), or a temperature block (which inhibits exit from the trans-Golgi network [TGN; Figure 2E]. Because of reports that caFGFR3 becomes activated in the ER (Lievens and Liboi, 1996), FGF1-induced cleavage was blocked when cells were cultured at 23°C (Figure 2E, right).
2003), we asked whether biosynthesis inhibitors also prevent ca-FGFR3 cleavage. As anticipated, caFGFR3 was phosphorylated in the presence of biosynthesis inhibitors but was not cleaved (Figure 2D, right lanes). These results suggest that FGFR3 activation is necessary but not sufficient for receptor cleavage.

Consistent with cleavage occurring after receptor activation, both intact and cleaved FGFR3 are phosphorylated in the presence of FGF1 (Figure 2D, bottom). Phosphorylation of the CTD was also observed in Cos7 cells stably expressing wt or caFGFR3 cultured under growth conditions. A significant portion of phosphorylated FGFR3 was attributed to the CTD (Figure 2G, top). We next observed that wtFGFR3 was cleaved in a ligand concentration–dependent manner (Figure 2H, bottom, longer exposure). In addition to ligand-induced cleavage, several RTKs are also cleaved in response to external stimuli such as phorbol esters. Similar to ErbB4, wtFGFR3 was cleaved following the addition of PMA but not ionomycin (Supplemental Figure S3A). In contrast, PMA did not exhibit cleavage of FGFR3 expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells (Supplemental Figure S3B).

**FGFR3 cleavage requires clathrin/dynamin–mediated endocytosis**

To determine whether cleavage of FGFR3 occurs at the PM (i.e., shedding) or requires receptor endocytosis, we serum starved cells, blocked endocytosis, and then assayed for FGF1-induced cleavage. wtFGFR3-V5 was not cleaved when cells were pretreated with a hypotonic sucrose solution, which disrupts the clathrin lattice (Idkowiak-Baldys et al., 2006), or with dynasore, which inhibits dynamin-mediated endocytosis (Macia et al., 2006; Figure 3A). Methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD), which disrupts lipid raft formation (Idkowiak-Baldys et al., 2006), and filipin, which inhibits both raft- and caveola-mediated endocytosis (Schnitzer et al., 1994), failed to block receptor cleavage. In some contexts MβCD treatment can promote ectodomain shedding of selected substrates (Matthews et al., 2003; von Tresckow et al., 2004). This is not the case for FGFR3 (Supplemental Figure S3C). These data are consistent with cleavage of FGFR3 requiring endocytosis in a clathrin/dynamin–mediated process. To further document that inhibition of cleavage coincides with trapping FGFR3 at the PM, serum-starved cells were treated with FGF1 in the presence or absence of inhibitors, cell surface biotinylated at the times indicated, and precipitated with NeutrAvidin Gel. Whereas wtFGFR3 was cleared from the PM in FGF1-induced cells (rendering it inaccessible to the biotinylation reagent), the receptor was retained at the PM in the presence of kinase inhibitors or sucrose (Supplemental Figure S3D). To establish that sucrose inhibits endocytosis but not receptor phosphorylation, cells expressing wtFGFR3 were activated with FGF1 in the presence or absence of sucrose, immunoprecipitated using the GFP epitope, and immunoblotted for phosphotyrosine. As expected, sucrose treatment did not disrupt receptor phosphorylation (Supplemental Figure S3E).

Because cleavage of FGFR3 appears to require endocytosis, we asked how rapidly FGFR3 is endocytosed and whether this

**FIGURE 3:** Endocytosis is required for FGF1-induced cleavage of FGFR3. (A) Western blot of lysates from wtFR3-V5–expressing T-Rex 293 cells induced 3 h ± FGF1 before treating an additional 5 h with drug or DMSO (v). Dyna, 67, 80 μM dynasore; MβCD, methyl-β-cyclodextrin; Sucr, 0.4 M sucrose. (B) Graphical analysis of three independent experiments plotting loss of intact cell surface biotinylated receptor (blue line) and endocytosis of intact, cell surface biotinylated, glutathione-resistant receptor (red line). SDs are given as error bars. (C) FR3(V5)-GFP expressing cells were serum starved, cell surface biotinylated, and then treated with FGF1 for the times indicated. Equal micrograms of lysate or all the culture media (CM) was affinity purified using NeutrAvidin Gel. Western blot using equal volumes of purified lysate or one half of purified CM was probed for N-terminal V5 epitope (ECD). ECD was detected by overexposing blots. (D) Serum-starved FR3(V5)-GFP–expressing cells were surface labeled with V5 antibodies, then stimulated with FGF1 to promote receptor internalization. Cells were fixed, permeabilized, probed with secondary antibodies (Alexa S43) to the endocytosed V5 epitope, and imaged by confocal microscopy. Right, higher-magnification image of left. Green, C-terminal GFP; red, endocytosed ECD-V5. Green arrowheads, GFP-containing vesicles; red arrowheads, ECD-containing vesicles; yellow arrowhead, colocalized ECD/CTD.
correlates with receptor cleavage. Serum-starved cells were subjected to cell surface biotinylation using a thiol-sensitive form of biotin. Cells were then incubated with prewarmed, FGF1-containing media and the loss (degradation plus cleavage) of total biotin-labeled receptor was evaluated (Figure 3B, blue line). In parallel, cell surface biotinylated cells were subjected to thiol cleavage of the PM-retained proteins following FGF1 addition, to assay the fraction of intact, biotin-labeled receptor that had been endocytosed and thus protected from the reducing agent (Figure 3B, red line). Results are shown graphically as the average of four independent experiments in which FGFR3 endocytosis peaks between 10 and 30 min of FGF1 addition. Because this assay cannot distinguish between cleaved or degraded FGFR3, we designed a dual-tagged receptor in which the V5 epitope was inserted N-terminal to the stem region near the D3 loop:stem junction (Figure 1B, FGFR3(V5)-GFP) and is retained with the ECD following receptor cleavage. Cells stably expressing FGFR3(V5)-GFP were serum starved, cell surface biotinylated, treated with FGF1, and cultured for the times indicated. The culture media and cell lysates were precipitated using NeurAvidin Gel; Western blots were probed for the V5 (ECD) epitope. As is depicted graphically in Figure 3B, the intact, surface-labeled receptor was lost within 90 min of FGF1 addition (Figure 3C, top). On prolonged exposure the ECD was detected in cell lysates between 20 and 40 min of FGF1 addition, following receptor endocytosis (Figure 3C, middle) but was not detected in the culture media (Figure 3C, bottom).

We asked whether we could detect the segregation of cleaved, endocytosed receptor by confocal microscopy. Cells stably expressing FGFR3(V5)-GFP were serum starved and surface FGFR3 was labeled using anti-V5 antibodies. FGF1 was added, and cells were cultured for 5 or 30 min before cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained using secondary antibodies against the endocytosed V5-ECD epitope. At 5 min the ECD and CTD colocalized (yellow) at the cell surface, whereas at 30 min discrete vesicles containing only ECD (red), CTD (green), or intact receptor (yellow) were detected (Figure 3D). GFP labels the receptor in both the biosynthetic and endocytic pathways.

Supplemental Figure S3A shows that PMA also promotes cleavage of FGFR3. If FGFR3 acts similar to other RTKs, FGFR3 should be cleaved immediately following PMA stimulation (Vecchi and Carpen, 1997). Cleavage of FGFR3 was detected within 5 min of PMA addition to serum-starved cells (Supplemental Figure S3F), much sooner than cleavage induced by FGF1. This suggests that FGF1 and PMA may promote FGFR3 cleavage through distinct mechanisms.

**FGFR3 cleavage involves endosomal cathepsins**

A number of proteolytic enzymes could be responsible for ectodomain cleavage of FGFR3 following receptor activation. To narrow the possibilities, we tested general inhibitors of four of the five major classes of proteases at a range of concentrations (Overall and Blobel, 2007). We started with inhibitors of MMPs because the ectodomain sheddases ADAM10 and 17 were considered strong candidates for FGFR3 cleavage. Figure 4A shows that three general inhibitors of MMP/ADAM/ADAMTS proteinases (EDTA, BB94 and GM6001) failed to inhibit FGFR3 cleavage. Similar results were found using the small molecule, broad-spectrum MMP inhibitor marimastat (Supplemental Figure S5A, left). These results argue strongly against the involvement of ADAM10 or 17 sheddases in FGFR3 cleavage. Because FGF1 and PMA appear to promote cleavage of FGFR3 through distinct mechanisms, we asked whether MMP inhibitors could block PMA-induced cleavage. Surprisingly, they did not inhibit PMA-induced cleavage of FGFR3 (Supplemental Figure S4A, right), whereas they did block PMA-induced cleavage of ErbB4 (Supplemental Figure S4B).

Screening with general inhibitors for serine (AEBSF), cysteine (E64d), and aspartate (pepsatin A) proteases revealed that only AEBSF consistently blocked cleavage of FGFR3 in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 4B). We tested four additional serine protease inhibitors: aprotinin, antipain, chymostatin (Figure 4C), and leupeptin (not shown). Surprisingly, none inhibited cleavage of FGFR3.

On the basis of evidence that cleavage occurred following endocytosis of FGFR3, we next tested inhibitors of cathepsins, which typically act in the endosomal/lysosomal pathway. Several cathepsin inhibitors suppressed cleavage of FGFR3, including cathepsin inhibitor I (Cpsl) and FA-FMK, which selectively inhibit cathepsins B, L, and S (Figure 4D). The cathepsin B inhibitor ca-074-me suppressed cleavage to a lesser extent in some, but not all, experiments.

Early endosomes undergo progressive acidification when fusing with, or maturing into, late endosomes/lysosomes, and proteases that act in this pathway typically have pH optima in the acidic range. If FGFR3 is cleaved in this pathway, then agents such as bafilomycin A1 (Baf) that interfere with endo/lysosomal acidification should attenuate cleavage. Figure 4E shows that Baf treatment blocked FGF1-induced cleavage of FGFR3. Baf also increased the stability of the intact receptor, which is expected since lysosomal degradation was also blocked by deacidification.

**FGFR3 is cleaved in the stem region**

Pandit et al. (2002) proposed that FGFR3 is cleaved within a stretch of acidic residues in the FGFR3 stem region (and our membrane fractionation supports this possibility; Figure 1D). To further define the requirements for cleavage of FGFR3, stem region mutants (mFGFR3) were constructed and stable tet-inducible cell lines were established. The mutations and relative fraction of cleaved FGFR3 from at least three-independent experiments are summarized in Figure 5A. Most mutations that removed the LME amino acid motif (boxed) suppressed cleavage, whereas partial depletion, scrambling, or removing residues more proximal to the TMD did not.

The epithelial FGFR3b isoform that retains the LME motif was cleaved like the c isoform (Supplemental Figure S5A, asterisk). Consistent with these observations, we identified a cleavage site within the LM E motif by N-terminal sequencing (Figure 5B, arrow; sequenced residues are underlined). A homology search found that these sequences were not absolutely conserved between species, that is, the sequence is LVE in human and...
FIGURE 5: Disrupting cleavage alters the half-life, but not the trafficking, of FGFR3. (A–I) T-Rex 293 stable cell lines. Arrow, cleaved FR3. (A) Stem region sequence of mutants (m) generated and relative degree of cleavage, averaged from at least three independent experiments. Cell lines were tet-induced 8 h in the presence of FGF1; cleavage was assessed by Western blot using V5 or GFP epitope. +++, wt cleavage; ++, reduced cleavage; +, minimal cleavage; −, no cleavage detected. Putative cleavage region is boxed. Mutated residues are shown in bold; FR3b-specific sequence and V5 epitope insertion are shown in bold and italicized. (B) Top, cleavage site determined by N-terminal sequencing of gel-purified 72-kDa fragment. Arrow, cleavage site. Sequenced residues are underlined. Bottom, homology of cleavage region between species. Residues surrounding cleavage site are boxed; distinct amino acids are listed. (C) Representative Western blot of various stable FR3-V5 cell lines probed for V5 epitope. hu, human stem region. (D) Confocal images of wt and mutant FR3 following serum starvation, 10 min FGF1 addition, or cultured in growth media. GFP imaged directly; V5 probed with V5 antibody and Alexa 488 secondary antibody. (E) Cells expressing wt and mutant FR3-GFP were serum starved and then treated with FGF1 for the times indicated. Equal micrograms of lysates were immunoprecipitated for GFP and probed for phosphotyrosine (pY20). (F) Cells expressing wt, m10, and kdFR3-GFP were subject to pulse-chase analysis in the presence of FGF1 and immunoprecipitated for GFP. Arrow, cleaved FR3. T1/2, half-life of intact receptor calculated using GraphPad (La Jolla, CA). (G) Graphical depiction of the half-life for intact wt, m10, and kdFR3. (H) Cells expressing wt or m10FR3-V5 were serum starved, cell surface biotinylated, and stimulated with FGF1 for the times indicated. Equal micrograms of lysate were immunoprecipitated using NeutrAvidin Gel; the stability of the intact receptor was assessed by Western blot using the V5 epitope. (I) Graphical analysis of three independent experiments assaying loss of intact cell surface biotinylated receptor. SDs are shown as error bars.
bovine FGFR3, where cleavage was previously reported. We substituted the human stem region sequence into the mouse receptor to generate the huFGFR3 species and detected cleavage comparable to that of the murine wtFGFR3 (Figure 5C). We next focused on m10FGFR3, which suppresses cleavage when stably expressed in T-Rex 293 (Figure 5C, m10FGFR3) and MEF cells (Supplemental Figure S5B).

It is possible that mutation of the stem region alters receptor trafficking and that the impact on cleavage is secondary to mislocalization of the receptor. To address this possibility, we assessed trafficking of wt and mFGFR3 by confocal microscopy. Cells were serum-starved or cultured under growth conditions, fixed, and imaged (Figure 5D). wtFGFR3 was distributed in a diffuse to vesicular pattern throughout the cytosol in serum-starved cells but was more intense adjacent to the PM. This diffuse fluorescence coalesced into more discrete vesicles within 10 min of FGF1 treatment. In the presence of serum, wtFGFR3 displayed the characteristic punctate, vesicular pattern previously described for Cos7 cells under similar conditions (Cho et al., 2004). These observations suggest that ligand activation of FGFR3 stimulates its movement from the surface of serum-starved cells into internal vesicular structures, a pattern that is stabilized under growth conditions in which stimulation is constant. As such, one would expect caFGFR3 to display the distinct vesicular pattern and kdFGFR3 to exhibit the diffuse PM pattern under all conditions. These expectations were confirmed. We next examined trafficking of m10FGFR3. Under serum-starvation conditions m10FGFR3 was detected near the PM in a diffuse pattern, whereas under growth conditions the receptor was found in a more discrete vesicular pattern, similar to wtFGFR3.

Because m10FGFR3 traffics normally and the deletion was generated outside of the ligand-binding domain, we anticipated that this mutation would have no impact on receptor phosphorylation. This was confirmed in experiments in which cells expressing wt, kd, or m10FGFR3 were serum starved, activated with FGF1, and harvested at the times indicated. FGFR3 was phosphorylated for intact and cleaved wtF3, as well as intact mFGFR3, but not kdFGFR3 (Figure 5E; representative blot). We next performed pulse-chase analysis on wt and m10FGFR3 in the presence of FGF1. Mutation of the stem region did not affect glycosylation of the intact receptor, although suppressing cleavage increased the half-life of the intact receptor. This is shown graphically in Figure 5I. wtFGFR3 was distributed in a diffuse to vesicular pattern throughout the cytosol, consistent with its ability to traffic to the nucleus (Carpenter, 2003; Lyu et al., 2008; Ancot et al., 2009; Parkhurst et al., 2010). Therefore we asked whether the same were true for FGFR3. Because only a minor portion of endogenous or stably expressed FGFR3 is detected as the sICD, 293T cells were made to transiently overexpress full-length, untagged wt and cleavage-resistant m10FGFR3, immunostained with a C-terminal FGFR3 antibody, and evaluated by confocal microscopy. Nuclear staining was observed in cells overexpressing wtFGFR3 (Figure 6E, top), whereas such staining was minimal in cells overexpressing m10FGFR3 (Figure 6E, middle). To better distinguish endogenous FGFR3 from the transfected receptor, we transiently expressed yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged FGFR3-sICD (YFP-sICD) to look for nuclear localization. YFP-sICD was detected in the nucleus as well as the cytoplasm, consistent with its ability to traffic to the nucleus (Figure 6E, bottom).

**DISCUSSION**

Our investigation reveals that FGFR3 undergoes RIP in response to activation at the cell surface, similar to several other RTKs. Unlike most RTKs, including what is known for FGFR1 and FGFR2, ligand-induced cleavage of FGFR3 requires dynamin/clathrin-mediated endocytosis of the intact receptor to an endosomal compartment where the initial, S1 cleavage is carried out. This cleavage event most likely involves an endosomal cathepsin rather than the ADAM 10/17 sheddases most commonly implicated in ectodomain shedding/cleavage. Our results suggest that S1 cleavage generates a labile ectodomain fragment and a membrane-anchored intracellular fragment that may be signaling competent and traffic independent of the intact receptor. Following S1 cleavage, FGFR3 is cleaved by γ-secretase (S2) to generate an sICD. Our observations, based primarily on FGF1-induced activation, suggest that cleavage influences the half-life of the intact receptor and generates a soluble fragment that can traffic to the nucleus. Although others have described ectodomain cleavage of FGFR3 and related FGFRs, our study is the first mechanistic investigation of this event and the first to demonstrate RIP of an FGFR.
We did not identify a specific protease responsible for FGFR3 ectodomain cleavage, and there may be several reasons why. Notably, the requirement for endocytosis distinguishes FGFR3 proteolysis from that of most other RTKs, and although we used membrane-permeable protease inhibitors when available, we cannot exclude the possibility that they may not have been delivered to the cleavage compartment at levels sufficient to block proteolysis. In addition, most cleavage substrates are cleaved by more than one protease, depending on cell type and experimental conditions, and these proteases are often components of proteolytic cascades. Inhibition of one protease can positively or negatively influence related proteases and can result in activation of cryptic cleavage sites within a substrate (Overall and Blobel, 2007). Our results point to an endosomal cathepsin, and based on our inhibitor results, cathepsins B and L are prime candidates for cleaving FGFR3. An alternate candidate is cathepsin G, which has been implicated in the ectodomain shedding of CD43 (Mambole et al., 2008), IL-6R (Bank et al., 1999), and RANKL (Wilson et al., 2008). However, preliminary experiments showed cleavage of FGFR3 was not inhibited in the presence of cathepsin G inhibitor. Further studies to delineate the protease(s) responsible for cleavage of FGFR3 are underway, but they are beyond the scope of this initial investigation.

Mutagenesis of the LME and flanking stem region sequence was carried out to better understand the requirements for cleaving FGFR3 ectodomain cleavage, and there may be several reasons why. Notably, the requirement for endocytosis distinguishes FGFR3 proteolysis from that of most other RTKs, and although we used membrane-permeable protease inhibitors when available, we cannot exclude the possibility that they may not have been delivered to the cleavage compartment at levels sufficient to block proteolysis. In addition, most cleavage substrates are cleaved by more than one protease, depending on cell type and experimental conditions, and these proteases are often components of proteolytic cascades. Inhibition of one protease can positively or negatively influence related proteases and can result in activation of cryptic cleavage sites within a substrate (Overall and Blobel, 2007). Our results point to an endosomal cathepsin, and based on our inhibitor results, cathepsins B and L are prime candidates for cleaving FGFR3. An alternate candidate is cathepsin G, which has been implicated in the ectodomain shedding of CD43 (Mambole et al., 2008), IL-6R (Bank et al., 1999), and RANKL (Wilson et al., 2008). However, preliminary experiments showed cleavage of FGFR3 was not inhibited in the presence of cathepsin G inhibitor. Further studies to delineate the protease(s) responsible for cleavage of FGFR3 are underway, but they are beyond the scope of this initial investigation.

Mutagenesis of the LME and flanking stem region sequence was carried out to better understand the requirements for cleaving FGFR3 ectodomain cleavage, and there may be several reasons why. Notably, the requirement for endocytosis distinguishes FGFR3 proteolysis from that of most other RTKs, and although we used membrane-permeable protease inhibitors when available, we cannot exclude the possibility that they may not have been delivered to the cleavage compartment at levels sufficient to block proteolysis. In addition, most cleavage substrates are cleaved by more than one protease, depending on cell type and experimental conditions, and these proteases are often components of proteolytic cascades. Inhibition of one protease can positively or negatively influence related proteases and can result in activation of cryptic cleavage sites within a substrate (Overall and Blobel, 2007). Our results point to an endosomal cathepsin, and based on our inhibitor results, cathepsins B and L are prime candidates for cleaving FGFR3. An alternate candidate is cathepsin G, which has been implicated in the ectodomain shedding of CD43 (Mambole et al., 2008), IL-6R (Bank et al., 1999), and RANKL (Wilson et al., 2008). However, preliminary experiments showed cleavage of FGFR3 was not inhibited in the presence of cathepsin G inhibitor. Further studies to delineate the protease(s) responsible for cleavage of FGFR3 are underway, but they are beyond the scope of this initial investigation.

Our findings indicate that tyrosine phosphorylation of FGFR3 is necessary but not sufficient for FGF1-induced cleavage of FGFR3. It is unresolved whether phosphorylation regulates trafficking to the cleavage compartment, allows for recognition of FGFR3 as a cleavage substrate, or is required for activation of the receptor-specific protease. We anticipated cleavage to be regulated by the cellular context or the tissue/cell type in which it is expressed. Thus far only Chinese hamster ovary cells show a cleavage deficiency, although whether this results from a trafficking defect, rapid degradation of the ICD, or another mechanism is unknown. It is interesting to note both FGF1 and PMA reduce the amount of mature FGFR3 from serum-starved cells (Supplemental Figure S3B), either through degradation or regulated cleavage of the intact receptor. In other cell lines, however, we showed that cleavage depends on FGF concentration and correlates with the intensity of receptor phosphorylation. Because FGFRs are phosphorylated at multiple tyrosine sites, it is...
possible that cleavage of FGFR3 requires an ordered, threshold level of phosphorylation; that is, receptors that are subject to only first- or second-phase phosphorylation events (Bae et al., 2010) may not be cleaved. FGFR2, FGFR8, and FGFR10 form morphogen gradients during embryogenesis (Kengaku and Okamoto, 1995; Miura et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2009; Toyoda et al., 2010). If cleavage of FGFR3 depends on FGF concentration, then cleavage may provide a molecular switch to alter cellular responses to a gradient of FGF. Future studies will better define these activities, as well as the temporal/spatial requirements for cleavage of FGFR3.

Following the discovery of ErbB4 cleavage, more and more RTKs—in addition to other transmembrane proteins—have been found to undergo ectodomain cleavage, and many of these are also substrates for RIP. In some cases the biological consequence of cleavage is known; in most, it is not. For a small number of proteins, such as Notch (Kopan and Ilagan, 2009) and Toll-Like Receptor 9 (Park et al., 2008), proteolytic cleavage is absolutely required for activity. For many receptors, ectodomain shedding at the PM releases an ECD capable of sequestering ligand and down-regulating signaling. Because ligand-induced cleavage of FGFR3 generates a labile ECD within an endosomal compartment, this effect seems unlikely. For other receptors, such as ErbB4 (Naresh et al., 2006; Sardi et al., 2006), Tiel1 (Marron et al., 2007), and TrkA (Cabrera et al., 1996; Díaz-Rodriguez et al., 1999), cleavage modifies their activity and subcellular localization, which appears to be the case for FGFR3.

One consequence of FGFR3 ectodomain cleavage may be to shorten the half-life of activated, surface-localized (biotinylated) receptor, possibly through attenuating its recycling or altering its transit through the endocytic/degradative pathway. Alternatively, production of the sICD may be the primary consequence of cleavage. FGFR3 has been found in the nucleus in several disease states (Johnston et al., 1995; Zammit et al., 2001), yet except for the finding of splice variants of FGFR3 that lack the TMD, mechanisms to promote this localization have not been forthcoming (Schlessinger and Lemmon, 2006). RIP provides one such mechanism (Ni et al., 2001; Blobel et al., 2009; Carpenter and Liao, 2009). Our findings raise the possibility that FGFR3 functions may be mediated through novel nuclear interactions in addition to the well-established kinase network pathways. They may be relevant to understanding the pathogenesis of diseases, such as achondroplasia and cancer, and potentially to their treatment. Further investigation will be needed to delineate the nature and significance of this possibility. Such studies are underway.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Constructs and cell lines**

Cos7 cell lines stably expressing C-terminally tagged wtFGFR3 and TDI1 were previously described (Cho et al., 2004). FGFR3-GFP fusion proteins were excised from pEGFR-FGFR3-N3 as a HindIII/NotI fragment and subcloned into pcDNA5/FRT/TO (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). FGFR3-V5 fusion proteins were excised from pcDNA6-FGFR3-V5His (version B) as a HindIII/Pmel fragment and subcloned into pcDNA5/FRT/TO. pcDNA5/FRT/TO constructs were recombined into T-Rex 293 cells (Invitrogen), per manufacturer’s recommendation, to generate stable tet-inducible FGFR3 cell lines. FGFR3 constructs were also used to generate stable MEF cell lines; hygromycin-resistant clones were isolated and characterized for FGFR3 protein levels. Stem mutants (mFGFR3) were generated using q QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, Santa Clara, CA), per manufacturer’s instructions. pcDNA3.1(-) ErbB4-JMA/CYT2 was obtained from Graham Carpenter (Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN).

mCherry and mOrange were obtained from Roger Y. Tsien (Department of Pharmacology and Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA).

**Reagents and antibodies**

The following antibodies/stains were used: α-GFP: (IP) Abcam (Cambridge, MA) Ab290 and (IB) Clontech (Mountain View, CA) JL-8. α-V5: Invitrogen. α-FGFR3: Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA) sc-123. TO-PRO3: Invitrogen. Alexa Fluor: Molecular Probes/Invitrogen. α-ErbB4: Epitomics (2218-1). Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), with the following exceptions. Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA): AEBSF, aptroprotein, cathepsin inhibitor I, CA-074 Me, DAPT, E64d, GM6001, PD173074, and PMA. Enzo (Plymouth, PA): Compound E, epoxomicin, lactacystin, Z-FA-FMK. LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA): bafliomycin A1, BioMol, Enzo: ionomycin. Thermo Scientific (Waltham, MA): Super Signal West Pico, EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin, NeutrAvidin Gel. Roche (Indianapolis, IN): complete mini EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail tablets, Fugene 6. FGF2, FGF4, FGF9, and FGF18 were purchased from R&D (Minneapolis, MN). FGF1 was a very generous gift from Moosa Mohammadi (Department of Pharmacology, New York University School of Medicine, New York, NY). BB94 (batimatstat) was a gift from Richard Kenagy (Center for Cardiovascular Biology and Regenerative Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA). Dysnasore was a gift from Tom Kirchhausen (CIBR Institute for Biomedical Research, Harvard Medical School/CBR, Boston, MA). Marimastat was a generous gift from Christopher Overall (Centre for Blood Research, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada).

**Cell culture**

Cell lines were cultured in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and the following additions: 100 μg/ml hygromycin B for stable Cos7 cell lines, 150 μg/ml hygromycin B plus 10 μg/ml blasticidin for stable T-Rex 293 lines, and 200 μg/ml hygromycin B for stable MEF lines. Stable Chinese hamster ovary lines were cultured in F12 media containing 10% FBS and 150 μg/ml hygromycin B. The prehondrocytic cell line TMC23 (a gift from Chi Xu, Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX) was grown in DMEM plus 10% FBS (Xu et al., 1998). For growth conditions cells were cultured in DMEM plus 10% FBS (growth media). To assay arrest cells, T-Rex 293 stable lines were tet induced (1 μg/ml) for 8 h in growth media, then serum starved overnight in DMEM containing 0.1% FBS depleted over a heparin column (DMEM/FBS(−)) plus tet. FGFR3 was then activated with DMEM/FBS(−) containing 20 ng/ml FGFI and 3 U/ml heparin, unless stated otherwise. To assay for cleavage, T-Rex 293–stable lines were plated overnight in growth media lacking tet, then tet- induced for 8 h in DMEM/FBS(−) containing FGFI; stable MEF cells were serum starved overnight in DMEM/FBS(−) and then activated with FGFI. For drug studies, T-Rex-stable cell lines were cultured overnight, then tet induced 2 h in DMEM/FBS(−) containing FGFI before inhibitors were added. Lysates were harvested 8 h later. For temperature block, Cos7 cells stably expressing wtFGFR3-GFP were incubated 5 h at 37 or 23°C in growth media.

**Membrane fractionation**

A crude subcellular fractionation was carried out as described by Holden and Horton (2009). Simply, washed cells were permeabilized with digitonin (50 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), pH 7.4, 100 mM potassium acetate, 2.5 mM magnesium acetate, 150 μg/ml digitonin) and washed with digitonin (to remove cytosolic proteins), and the remaining material was lysed in 
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NP40 lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP40) containing Complete Protease Inhibitor tablets (Roche). Nuclei were pelleted by centrifugation (10 min, 6500 × g), and the solubilized membrane fraction was retained. Replica samples of whole-cell lysates were solubilized directly in RIPA buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 1% Triton X-100, 1% deoxycholate, 0.05% SDS + Complete Protease Inhibitor tablets).

**Immunoprecipitations and Western blots**

For Western blots, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer and the lysates were clarified by centrifugation. Equal micrograms of lysate were separated by SDS–PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes, and the membranes (blocked in TBS-T [20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20] containing 5% BSA) were incubated overnight with primary antibodies in TBS-T containing 3% BSA. Washed membranes were probed with the appropriate anti–horseradish peroxidase secondary antibody (1:10,000) and detected using Super Signal West Pico, according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. Chemiluminescence was detected by autoradiography; scanned films were analyzed by densitometry using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).

**Pulse-chase analysis**

Cells were plated at 80% confluence and cultured overnight in growth media containing 1 μg/ml tet (carried throughout for T-Rex 293) or not (Cos7, TMC23). Cells were treated with 15 min in DMEM (–methionine/cysteine) containing 10% dialyzed FBS and then pulse labeled for 45 min (90 min for TMC23 cells) in DMEM (–methionine/cysteine) containing 10% dialyzed FBS plus 100 μCi/ml [35S]methionine. Cells were washed and cultured in DMEM containing 10% FBS (or DMEM/FBS(−)/FGF1, as indicated) plus excess methionine/cysteine for the times indicated. Cells were lysed in 20 min in RIPA buffer; clarified lysates were immunoprecipitated overnight with 0.13 μg ab290, washed, and electrophoresed as described earlier. Gels were dried and subjected to autoradiography; scanned films were analyzed by densitometry using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).

**Immunoﬂuorescence**

Primary mouse chondrocytes were electroporated with plasmid encoding V5-FGFR3-GFP using the AMAXA system, according to the manufacturer’s recommendation (chondrocyte prep), and then plated onto coverslips overnight in growth media. Cos7 cells were plated onto coverslips, transfected with plasmid encoding V5-FGFR3-GFP using Fugene 6 (according to the manufacturer’s recommendation), and cultured overnight in growth media. Cells were fixed for 20 min in 4% PFA, permeabilized for 20 min using ice-cold methanol, and blocked in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 10% goat serum. Anti-V5 antibody was added (1:1000 in PBS containing 0.1% goat serum) overnight at 4°C. Coverslips were washed 1 h with Alexa 543 (1:400) secondary antibody, washed, and air dried. Coverslips were mounted with Permount and imaged using a Leica TCS SP2 (Wetzlar, Germany) laser scanning confocal system mounted on a DM IRE2 inverted microscope using a 63× water-immersion objective. Confocal slices of fixed cells were imaged sequentially for C-terminal GFP and ECD V5–Alexa 543 fluorescence; imaged stacks were compiled using ImageJ. To detect V5-tagged FGFR3 ECD that had been endocytosed, stable T-Rex 293 lines expressing FGFR3(V5)-GFP were plated onto coverslips in the presence of tet, serum-starved overnight using DMEM/FBS(−) media, incubated with anti-V5 antibodies (1:1000) at 4°C, washed (to remove unbound antibody), and then stimulated with FGF1 for the times indicated. Cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with Alexa 543 (1:400) secondary antibody as described previously. For nuclear localization of FGFR3, 293 cells were plated onto poly-L-lysine–treated coverslips; transient transfections were performed using Fugene 6, cotransfecting untagged wt, m10, or FGFR3-siCD plus 1/10 concentration of mCherry, to mark transfected cells. Cells were fixed, permeabilized using 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS, and blocked as described. sc-123 (FGFR3 antibody) was added at 1:500 overnight in 0.5% goat serum; cells were washed and probed 1 h with Alexa 488 (1:400) secondary antibody plus TO-PRO3 iodine (1:500) in 0.5% goat serum. Cells were washed, mounted, and imaged as described earlier.

**Cell surface biotinylation/endocytosis assays**

Cell surface biotinylations were performed per manufacturer’s recommendation. Briefly, serum-starved cells were cultured as indicated, plated on ice, washed in PBS, and treated for 20 min with 250 μg/ml EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin at 4°C. Excess reagent was quenched using 1.86 mg/ml glycine/PBS, washed in Tris-buffered saline (TBS: 25 mM Tris, pH 7.2, 150 mM NaCl), and lysed in RIPA buffer. Equal micrograms of lysate were precipitated for 1 h using NeutrAvidin Gel. The NeutrAvidin Gel was washed three times in lysis buffer and biotin-labeled proteins eluted into Laemmli buffer containing 100 mM DTT. Endocytosis assays were performed as described (Fabbri et al., 1999), with the following modifications. Serum-starved cells were labeled for 20 min with 250 μg/ml EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin at 4°C, washed with PBS, and then incubated at 37°C in prewarmed DMEM/FBS(−) containing FGFI for the times indicated. Cells were returned to ice and treated 2± 20 min with ice-cold glutathione (GSH; membrane-impermeable reducing agent: 75 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM glutathione, supplemented with 0.1% BSA and 75 mM NaOH just prior to use) to remove cell surface biotinylated groups; endocytosed proteins retain the biotin residues. Cells were treated with 0.192 M glycine in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, to quench free sulfo-reactive groups, washed twice in TBS, and lysed in RIPA buffer. Equal micrograms of lysate were purified as described earlier; equal volumes of NeutrAvidin-purified protein were evaluated by Western blot. For graphical analysis, at least three independent experiments were scanned and analyzed by densitometry using ImageJ. Time points were represented as the percentage of the initial biotinylated protein; the arithmetic mean and SD were calculated for each time point.
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